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Through the use of ads during the show and through the struggles each teen mom encounters, MET is teaching
the audience a very valuable lesson: that waiting to have sex and practicing safe sex are the best ways to avoid
becoming pregnant as a teenager. Because, these teens pregnancy has been caused from two sides, the parents
and the teens. On the surface, these programs give the impression that shows are unscripted and natural. For
example, although many say TV's most controversial reality shows, MTV's "Teen Mom" and "16 and
Pregnant," glamorize teen pregnancy , some believe the shows act as a form of high-tech birth control [source:
McMahon ]. Even participants or contestants who finally get the 'lucky break' also face many effects of reality
TV. Some of them are listed below: Advantages of reality shows: Ordinary men attaining stardom: We see
real people performing daredevil stunts or showcasing their skills. The episodes display the legitimate
challenges and how a teenager should approach handling the situation. The audience thus, gets hooked on to
TV shows, which do not really have any intelligent concept. The survey indicated 78 percent were regular
viewers of reality shows. Truth is most people do not think about the effects television shows can have before
watching them or allowing their children to watch them. So, what is the reality behind these shows? People
who watch this show and they have talent, after seeing others have got to be stars because they tried to be
shown to the audience they have gotten a lot of benefits. They present the cold and cruel face of addiction
without making it glamorous. The popularity of these shows has skyrocketed in recent years and these shows
have greatly influenced the lives of people. Leave a Reply Your email address will not be published. Despite
knowing the fact that most of them are scripted, they often see them as 'real-life' stories and happenings.
Today, reality TV programming has exploded. Start of the successful career: Reality TV has given so many
celebrities that have become big stars in their own rights. The contestants are facing these risky challenges
gather and are experiencing these challenges together, making them stronger. So whereas a sedentary person
might be intimidated by the difficult exercise regimens imposed on makeover show guest-stars, that same
person may be motivated to go take dance lessons by the excitement and entertainment afforded by dance
shows. Some of the shows where contestants participate to win prizes show them in poor light as they use
meanness and greed to outdo each other. Understanding 3 This article lays out partnership formed with MET
and advertising nannies as an effort to reduce teen pregnancy. While some enjoy celebrity status, others fade
into oblivion. Frisby found that the participant's exposure to reality television resulted in a positive increase in
mood state, with no difference between men and women. These shows are distracting from today's tragic
events and give viewers an outlet for watching others overcome hardships, escape danger, live in a rainforest,
learn to survive under the roughest conditions, and yes, find love. It will provide a comforting stance for
families to be more open with one another. The media left uncensored has lasting negative psychological
effects on our children which in turn lends to poor decision making, violence and other immoral choices which
in turn degrades our individual lives as we get older and society as a whole. The theory implies that viewers
are going to apply the positive behavior to their own personal romantic relationships and learn what not to do
from the negative behavior by investing themselves in the reality programs. Many programs, shows and
movies on television are violent. One of the worst effects of their action is on teens who try to emulate their
behavior. As a result, reality TV has covered most what people like in a special way with some spices. It
seems like every day another new program pops onto a network attracting a different segment of the
population. These programs are not good for children to watch.


